Sampling and convergence in free energy calculations of protein-ligand interactions: the binding of triphenoxypyridine derivatives to factor Xa and trypsin.
The binding of a set of 10 triphenoxypyridine derivatives to two serine proteases, factor Xa and trypsin, has been used to analyze factors related to sampling and convergence in free energy calculations based on molecular dynamics simulation techniques. The inhibitors investigated were initially proposed as part of the Critical Assessment of Techniques for Free Energy Evaluation (CATFEE) project for which no experimental results nor any assessment of the predictions submitted by various groups have ever been published. The inhibitors studied represent a severe challenge for explicit free energy calculations. The mutations from one compound to another involve up to 19 atoms, the creation and annihilation of net charge and several alternate binding modes. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that it is possible to obtain highly converged results (+/- 5-10 kJ/mol) even for such complex multi-atom mutations by simulating on a nanosecond time scale. This is achieved by using soft-core potentials to facilitate the creation and deletion of atoms and by a careful choice of mutation pathway. The results show that given modest computational resources, explicit free energy calculations can be successfully applied to realistic problems in drug design.